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ABSTRACT
At present the IAEA designs its safeguards

approach with regard to each type of nuclear
facility so that the safeguards activities and
effort are essentially the same for a given type
and size of nuclear facility wherever it may be
located. Conclusions, regarding a State are
derived by combining the results of safeguards
verifications for the individual facilities
within it. He have examined safeguards
approaches for a State nuclear fuel cycle that
take into account the existence of all of the
nuclear facilities in the State. We have
focussed on the fresh-fuel zone of an advanced
nuclear fuel cycle, the several facilities of
which use or process low-enriched uranium. At
one extreme, flows and inventories would be
verified at each material balance area. At the
other extreme, the flows into and out of the
zone and the inventory of the whole zone would
be verified. The intention 1s to develop an
approach which will make it possible to compare
the technical effectiveness and the inspection
effort for the facility-oriented approach, for
the zone approach and for some reasonable
intermediate safeguards approaches. Technical
effectiveness, in these cases, means an estimate
of the assurance that all nuclear material has
been accounted for.

INTRODUCTION

The approach of the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) to safeguards inspections
is facility-oriented (Grtlmm 1983a,b).
Conceptually, the same effort goes into
safeguarding similar facilities in all States.
It is worthwhile to consider other jpproaches
that might allow better attainment of Inspection
goals (see Gramm 1963a,b; Tempus 1984; and
Rosenthal 1984) through increased safeguards
effectiveness, efficiency or both. A useful
extra benefit would be decreased impact on
facility operations due to Inspections (see,
e.g.. Van den Bemden 1980, Stoll 1983, Schneider
et al. 1983, and Bowie 1985).

•Research carried out under the auspices of the
U.S. Department of Energy, Contract No.
DE-AC02-76CHOQ016.

We present (here in alternative to the
facility-oriented approach based on the
characteristics of the fuel cycle as a whole.
That is, the safeguards activities at facilities
of any given type depend on the size and
complexity of the fuel cycle in the State in
which the facilities are located. In partic-
ular, we analyze the effects on inspection
resources and safeguards effectiveness of,
primarily, radical variations in the structure
of the material balance areas (NBAs) for the
fresh-fuel facilities within a reference foal
cyclic to encompass more than one facility. (The
resulting extended or "super" MBA Is henceforth
called a zone.) In this case, IAEA verification
of flow between certain facilities need not be
•done, the goal of this, and other fuel-cycle
approaches is improved IAEA safeguards
efficiency, through at some cost in theoreti-
cally achievable (but generally not practically
achieved) effectiveness.

In earlier "work, Bennett et al. (1971)
emphasized the primary Importance of certain
flow verifications in the nuclear fuel cycle and
the supplementary nature of otters. Their
analysis foreshadowed the recent studies of zone
approaches.

Ark'hangeis'ky et al. (19B1) discussed the
use of correlated verifications such as
simultaneous physical Inventories of fresh fuel
at all facilities possessing it.

GrDmm 11964) asserted in a recent study
that the existing IAEA safeguards emphasis on
sensitive facilities already constitutes a major
aspect of a fuel-cycle approach. He define
fuel-cycle dependence differently.

Brown and Gupta (19B4), in the context of
new safeguards approaches, suggested immediate
reporting of Inventory changes, with fuel-cycle
correlations serving as the source of cross
checks for the data. They also considered zones
in that study.
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De MontmoiHn, Higinbotham and Gupta (1985}
argued 1n terms of a zone approach and a USQ
analysis (significant quantities weighted by
inverse timeliness factors) that safeguards
Intensity should be reduced for LEU facilities
in large fuel cycles.

This paper is a precis of a much more
detailed report (Fishbone and Higinbotham 1986)
that in turn builds upon work (SAGSI 1983} done
for the IAEA's Standing Advisory Group on
Safeguards Implementation (SAGSI; Jennekens
1983) and upon preliminary calculations by Houck
(1983). Reference fuel-cycle facilities were
described in the former along with IAEA
safeguards Inspection activities and the times
they require. The effects on these times of
variations In Inspection approach were then
determined. Quantitative safeguards goals,
diversion complexity, and certain fuel-cycle
criteria were varied in that work, but, for a
light-water-reactor (LWR) fuel cycle, the
fuel-cycle approach based on zones was not
investigated. The SAGSI (1983) report did
present an analysis of the amalgamation idea for
an entire CANDU fuel cycle. It has actually
been tested on a trial basis by the IAEA and
Canada for part of the Canadian fuel cycle
(Healey 1984).

Fuel-cycle approaches in general were
discussed at the December, 1984 IAEA
Consultants' Meeting on the Application of
Safeguards to Multiple Facility Fuel Cycles
(IAEA 1984a and IAEA 1985), for which early work
on the report underlying the present paper
served as reference material. A later report
provided a qualitative framework for comparing
different fuel-cycle approaches (Fishbone
1986a).

For simplicity, we shall in the present
analysis consider only a non-nuclear weapons
State with an advanced nuclear fuel cycle that
has acceded to the Tton-Proliferation Treaty
(NPT; see Barton and Weiler 1976). Thus, the
Safeguards Agreements governing IAEA inspections
are based on INFCIRC/153 (IAEA 1972).

II. THE FACILITY-ORIENTED APPROACH

According to the conventional, facility-
oriented approach, materials accountancy applied
to each MBA within each facility is the funda-
mental safeguards technique (see Paragraph 30 of
INFCIRC/153; IAEA 1972). Thus each component of
the material balance as given in the material
balance equation for HUF (material unaccounted
for) should be verified by the IAEA for each
MBA. {Assume for the present purposes that each
facility contains a single MBA.) The equation
for a single material balance period is (IAEA
1980)

MUF « PB + X - Y - PE, (II-D
where PB is the beginning physical inventory, X
is the sum of increases to inventory, Y is the

sum of decreases to inventory, and PE 3s the
ending physical inventory.

A key test of materials accountancy 1s the
comparison of the verified value of MUF (or
related statistics) to its estimated or measured
standard deviation and to the appropriate
accountancy goal. Absent diversion., HUF should
not differ significantly or inexplicably from
zero in the sense of statistical hypothesis
testing. Clearly, a sufficiently small
diversion would not be significant la t'hls
sense.

Containment and surveillance tC/S) are
Important complementary measures that can ihelp
ensure the completeness and continuity of
materials accountancy, especially given the
conceivable diversion scenarios for multi-
faciilUy situations (see, e.g. Naldcenkovic
1976 and Glancy, McBanieil, and Swartz 3981).

Routine safeguards inspection activities
are conducted to verify values of the nuclear-
material strata comprising the four components
of equation {13-1) and thereby rule out diver-
sions of nuclear material (Grttmm 1983) with or
without concealment. Operationally, this
amounts to providing assurance that all nuclear
material is accounted for.

In order to verify the material-balance
represanted by equation {II-l), the IAEA must
veri'y the beginning and ending inventories PB
and PE at the 'beginning and end of the material
balance period. Such physical-Inventory
verifications {PIVsJ occur during periods of
plant shutdown for physical-inventory takings
(PITs) at BHFs. For L««s, the PIVs occur
annually even if core reload!ngs do not take
place that often, in which case the fresh and
spent fuel inventories and, if accessible, the
core seal are verified. More frequent Interim
Inventory verifications are conducted to satisfy
timeliness goals for plutonium and highly
enriched uranium in relevant facilities.

The second aspect of the material balance
verification of equation (II-l) is verification
of the additions to and subtractions from
inventory, X and Y, the chief contributors to
which are the feed entering and product leaving
the facility (MBA) under consideration. In the
facility approach, each flow contributing to X
and Y should be verified. The quantitative
degree of verification of each flow depends on
statistical analysis of the amount of nuclear
material expected in each flow, the goal
quantity, desired probability of detection of a
missing goal quantity, desired false-alarm
probability, and flow-measurement uncertainties
(the same considerations that apply to the
degree of verification of beginning and final
inventories).

Ideally, the facility's own containment
supplemented by C/S measures ensure that all
flows go through and are measured it flow key
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measurement points (KMPs), thereby establishing
the completeness of flow measurement
verification. As a practical matter, this 1s
not the case; for example, many facilities have
not been constructed with containment as a
design feature.

The facility-oriented safeguards approach
requires the frequent presence of IAEA
Inspectors at all facilities. For BHFs
especially, this means a sufficiently high
frequency of visits to verify flow measure-
ments. For LEU fresh fuel facilities, generally
lacking facility containment and without
material having stringent timeliness goats,
procedural arrangements with facility operators
would generally be required to allov; the
Inspectors to verify all flows. These pro-
cedures, chiefly holding materials for measure-
ment, may be in conflict with commercial
requirements. In the absence of such procedures
and of near-continuous inspection, only stocks
of feed and product that happen to be present
would be available for inspection. Also,
advance notice of domestic flows is not required
explicitly by INFCIRC/153. Finally, in LEU
fabrication plants, the existing safeguards
approach has not actually been based on full
flow verification (Rota, Simonet, and Boermans
1980, Thorstensen and Thome 1981, and IAEA
1984).

III. THE FUEL-CYCLE-ORIENTEO ZONE APPROACH

The essence of the zone approach analyzed
here Is the elimination of measurement
verifications of interfacility, intrazone
nucJear-material flows and the carrying out of
simultaneous PIVs at the facilities within the
zone. Since, as the number of facilities and
fuel-cycle complexity increase, the number of
intrazone flows also tends to Increase, this
approach clearly shows promise for promoting
safeguards efficiency (in the sense of effort
expended per facility) as fuel-cycle complexity
increases.

Consider for example a single conversion
plant that transforms {low-enriched) uranium
hexafluoride to uranium oxide and ships it to a
single fuel-fabrication plant that produces
finished fuel assemblies. In the facility-
oriented approach, the oxide product flow from
the conversion plant constitutes the feed flow
for the fabrication plant and should be verified
by the IAEA. (Assume no recycle flow from the
fabrication to the conversion plant.) Of course
all other flows entering and leaving each plant
would be verified-as well, as would beginning
and ending physical inventories. Thus, there
would be fully verified values of MUF and Its
uncertainty for both plants. The two plants'
PITs (and hence IAEA PIVs) would generally not
occur simultaneously.

A comparison of the material accountancy
aspects of the facility and fuel-cycle (zone)
approaches 1s facilitated by specifying the

material balance equation (11-1) for the two
plants as

HUFC « (PBC + A c) + Fc - Pc - (PEC • Sc)

and

HUFf « (PBf + Af) + Ff - P.f - (PEf + Si

Here F is the feed; P is the product; A and S
are respectively the other additions to and
subtractions from inventory; and the subscripts
refer to the two plants (conversion and fabri-
cation).

According to the zone approach, the flow of
oxide from the conversion plant tv the fabri-
cation plant U not verified at all, though all
other flows entering or leaving either plant
would be. {This is equivalent to treating the
two plants as a single plant divided into two
MBAs for which the imter-MBA flow Pc « Ff Is
not verified.) If the two plants regularly
undergo simultaneous physical inventories that
are verified by the IAEA, then they can be
encompassed within a single, extended MBA or .
zone for material accountancy purposes. At the
end of the material balance period, there would
then be a single MUF for the entire zone,
namely,

MUF. - MUF, MUF-

,AC • Af > ̂

Sc+ V

Fe " 9t

(II1-2)

Interpretation of the MUF for the zone
would be based on a comparison with an
accountancy goal for the zone and would be
subject to statistical and measurement imcer-
tainties. Since material accountancy would be
verified for the strata of all components of tfcj«
zone material balance equation (111-2), but not
7or~"all components of the material balance
equation (II-l) for each facility, the particu-
lar facility at which there 1s a nuclear-
msterial discrepancy could not in theory be
determined from information verified by the
IAEA.

Sufficient conditions to ensure the
completeness of the zone PIV are that the PITs
and PIVs at the facilities within a zone be
simultaneous and that they extend over i time
sufficiently long to allow all material 1n
transit between them to be received for verifi-
cation. The requirement 1s similar to the
"simultaneity" required when conducting a PiV at
a single facility: all material should be
measured once to assure the validity of the PIV.



The simultaneity need not be literal over
all the facilities within the more realistic
fresh fuel zone described in Section IV. For
example, Inspections could begin literally
simultaneously at the fabrication plants and
take approximately a week. Thereafter, one
Inspector could remain at each fabrication plant
to ensure that the inventory 1s not altered
while other members of the teams proceed to the
PWRs and the conversion facility and then
thereafter to the BWRs.

Furthermore, since simultaneous core-
opening PIVs at LWRs are impossible, the PIVs
there would often consist of interim Inspections
during which the fresh fuel Inventory and, If
accessible, the core seal are verified.

If simultaneous PIVs were not conducted,
book inventories for the beginning and end of
the material-balance period could be Inferred
from PIVs at other times by making accounting
adjustments on the basis of reported flows (de
Montmoilin, Higinbotham, and Gupta 1985). The
problem with this method is that intrazone flows
would not be verified; thus, the inventories
upon which the zone MUF is based would not be
completely verified. The Importance of gaps in
the verified zone inventory due to a lack of
simultaneity in facility PIVs depends [de
Montmollin 1985) on the amount of unsealed
material {generally, bulk material in process in
the facilities). Its safeguards significance
{e.g., low-enriched uranium LEU versus Pu), the
plausibility of diversion paths Involving this
material (see, e.g., Nakicenkovic 1976 and
Glancy, McDaniel and Swartz 1981), and the
timeliness and patterns of information about
the nuclear-material flows.

A closed fuel cycle would be subdivided
into three zones that respectively encompass
three classes of nuclear material with different
safeguards significance: unirradiated LEU,
irradiated fuel assemblies, and bulk unirradi-
ated plutonium. Thus zone boundaries would be
at enrichment plants, reactors, and reprocessing
plants. According to this principle and the
necessity for good flow-measurement verifica-
tion, the boundary between the irradiated-fuel
zone and the plutonium zone must be at the
accountability tank of the reprocessing plant
because flow measurements there permit the
verification of the amount of plutonium in the
fuel cycle at the first time it becomes
accessible. Analogously, the boundary between
the unirradiated-LEU zone and the irradiated-
fuel zone 1s at the reactor cores. The choice
of three zones also leads to a set of flow
verifications equivalent to the "primary"
verifications Identified by Bennett et al.
(1971). This same principle would clearly lead
to fewer zones in fuel cycles wtth less com-
plexity. Nevertheless, two zones would be
necessary for States with reactors only, since
there are two material classes and a verifi-
cation 1s necesary of what goes into the reactor
core.

Concerning practical considerations, the
likely additional requirement for the the
fuel-cycle-oriented zone approach 1s (nearly)
simultaneous PIVs, which in turn depend on
simultaneous PITs. Thus, implementation of this
approach by the IAEA would require significant
cooperation by facility operators and the
State. The Canadian IAEA experience (Healey
1984) suggests that such a regimen can be a
benefit rather than an Imposition.

Conducting simultaneous PIVs at all facil-
ities within a fuel-cycle zone would force the
IAEA to concentrate a large number of inspectors
in one State nearly simultaneously, leading to
questions regarding the availability of
trained, acceptable Inspectors and appropriate
measurement equipment. An important .mitigating
circumstance 1s the diversity of fuel assembly
types and reactor types. Assurance that all
material is accounted for would apparently only
require simultaneous PIVs it facilities handling
interchangeable materials. For example, BWR and
PWR fresh fuel need not undergo simultaneous
PIVs; sequential PIVs would be satisfactory.

For the fresh-fuel zone of an LWR fuel
cycle, the zone approach might optimally be
Implemented by having quantitative neutron
collar verification of the nuclear-material
content of fuel assemblies {Menlove and Keddar
1982 and Menlove, Keddar and Beets 19B2) take
place at the reactors rather than at the
fabrication plants. This would have a
significant effect on fuel operations at
reactors, M'mre careful measurements of the
nuclear-material content of fuel are not now
done. Tine cost of many collars might be an
additional burden. An alternative would be a
seal verification at reactors and collar
measurement at tiie fabrication plants, though
even this would raquire additional fuei-asseniDly
handling at the former.

Other practical effects 'would be that fewer
inspection resources would be required at some
facilities, and as a consequence, the burden of
Inspections on facility operations would be
reduced.

IV. FRESH FUEL ZONE OF THE REFERENCE LWR FUEL
CYCLE

The general features of the LEU zone of the
reference fuel cycle are shown in Figure 1. The
only international transfers are the S73 MT of
LEU as UF;E received each year from an enrichment
plant in another State.. All of the UF* is
converted to U02 in a separate, large conversion
plant. The U02, in several different enrich-
ments, is then shipped to three fuel fabrication
plants.. This flow of U02 can serve as a
domestic intrazone flow whose verification can
be eliminated in the zone approach. Two of the
fabrication plants produce assemblies for 14
PWRs and the third fabricates assemblies for 7
BWRs. Not indicated in Figure 1 are the plant
inventories, about 251 of the annual flow for



the bulk-handling facilities (BHFs). The
reactors maintain one year's worth of fresh fuel
and five of spent fuel. Also absent from Figure
1 are the BHF waste flows, about IS of the major
flows through the conversion and fabrication
facilities.

According to the zone approach, the flows
of assemblies Into reactor cores constitute
flows between zones, all of which must be
verified. According to any approach, this flow
must be verified because uranium Is transmuted
into piutoniunt Inside reactor cores, and
estimates of the approximate production of
Plutonium and of assembly bumups are Important
data for the safeguards system.

V. ANALYSIS OF INSPECTION ACTIVITY TIMES FOR
THE SAFEGUARDS APPROACHES

Based upon listings of safeguards
Inspection activities (IAS) (SAGSI 1983) and an
analysis of the IA times for the fresh fuel
facilities (Tables 1, 2, and 3) of the reference
fuel cycle, 1t is possible to estimate the
verification times that would be required for
different safeguards approaches; times for LWRs
are included, though they contain irradiated
fuel as well. Table 4 presents first a break-
down of the times required for certain classes
of inspection activities. Since simple facility
summations of these values do not give an
unambiguous understanding of the nuances of
different approaches, the figures are summarized
by approach in Table 5 and are discussed below.
One additional caveat worth reemphasizing 1s
that the individual 1A times that underlie these
summations are estimates deserving further
study. The use of more accurate values for
these times should not, however, change general
trends that depend on safeguards approach.

Understand clearly that the elimination of
certain flow verifications described below
refers only to elimination of physical! verifi-
cation of the flow—not to record and report
verifications and shipper/reciever comparisons.

What 1s termed the "base case" (from Tables
1, 2, and 3 directly) in Table 4 involves
complete flow-measurement verification at each
of the four BHFs. This means that all flows ire
verified twice. The total zone inspection
requirement is 770 man-days. This "maximal
facility-oriented approach" is more stringent
than current IAEA practice.

Given that the feed UF6 for the conversion
facility comes from abroad, verification of that
flow in the fresh fuel zone could be eliminated
based on the assumption of international
interdependence. This reduces the effort to 713
man-days for the fuel cycle; the same reduction
is consistently applied to the subsequent cases
approaches.

The internal U02 flows between the
conversion and fabrication facilities could be

verified once only. This could be accomplished
by eliminating the t5O2 verification at the
conversion plant, yielding 644 man-days, or at
the fabrication plants, yielding 617 man-days,
according to "reasonable facility-oriented
approaches." In the former case, neither feed
nor product would be verified at the conversion
plant. This would seem to be a good choice
because of the extra travel time that could also
be eliminated. In the latter case, flow
verifications of 1»2 would occur at the
conversion plant and of assemblies would occur
at the fabrication plants. There is a differ-
ence In the reductions caused by the two
assumptions because of the different numbers of
facilities Involved In the verifications.

According to the zone approach, some or all
intrazone flows 'would not be verified. In the
first Instance this would mean eliminating the
verification of the U02 flows at al! of the
BHFs. The result would be no major flow verifi-
cations at the conversion facility but verifi-
cations of product at the fabrication plants.
The point is that some flows {conversion to
fabrication) are not verified at either end, but
some flows are [fabrication to reactor). The
inspections would require 548 nan-days.

In the second instance, a "maximal zone
approach" would employ neutron-collar assembly
verification at the reactors rather than *t the
fabrication plant. There would as a result be
no major flow verifications at any of the BHFs
and the zone Inspection requirement would be 488
nan-days.

There is a difference between these two
variants of collar location because of different
ancillary time requirements at the fabrication
plants versus the reactors. This difference nay
not be significant. What may be 'more signifi-
cant 1s the elimination of eleven visits to each
of three BHFs unless a few should be needed to
verify removal of wastes from safeguards.

In addition to the man-day requirements
summarized in Table 5, instantaneous manpower
requirements are also important for the zone
approach because of the likely need for simul-
taneous PIYs. This "peaking* requirement would
not arise in the facility-oriented approach.
The worst-cise estimate for the PIV requirement
in the fresh fuel zone would be strict simul-
taneity at widely separated facilities.

Estimates of seven Inspectors at the time
of maximum intensity per PIV at BHFs and two at
IWRs thus yields a peak manpower requirement of
7 x 4 + 2 x 21 > 70 inspectors. This could be
sensibly reduced if inspections first occur at
the fabrication plants, requiring 21 inspectors
maximum; after completion of the PIV there, one
Inspector could remain at eicti while 7 90 to the
conversion plant and 11 go to the reactors.
Reactors often are built two to > site, so teams
of two could carry out "PIVs" {not requiring



core verification, only fresh fuel verification
and, I f possible, core-seal verification) in
four days at one day per reactor. Tos situation
could be further al'eviated if the zone PIV
occurred at times when fresh fuel inventories at
reactors are low, as they periodically are.

VI. DISCUSSION

Me have In this paper analyzed the
Inspection-activity time requirements for a
selection of safeguards Inspection approaches
for an LWR fuel cycle. The approaches range
from a maximal facility-oriented approach with
verifications of all flows at both the shipper
and the receiver to a maxima) fuel-cycle-
oriented zone approach with complete omission of
verification of intrazone flows. Keep In mind
that the maximal facility-oriented approach, the
base case for comparisons, 1s more stringent
than current IAEA practice. This is 1n part
because of the prescription to use the neutron
collar to verify the nuclear-material content of
fuel assemblies. However, assembly verification
by the collar 1s part of all of the approaches
studied here. A major issue is whether to
employ it at fabrication plants or reactors.

The savings in inspection effort given in
Table 5 for the zone approach compared to the
facility-oriented approaches apply to the LEU ,
zone of the reference fuel cycle. The savings
range to 37%, representing a significant change
from 770 to 488 man-days. These savings do not
include savings 1n Inspector travel tine due to
the elimination of entire visits to facilities.

Comparable percentage savings may not
accrue for the facilities within a plutonium
zone, yet to be studied 1n detail. A major
difference characterizing such a zone 1s that
the timeliness goal for Pu requires monthly
interim inventory verifications at facilities
handling Pu, whereas the timeliness goal for
U-235 at LEU facilities equals the one-year time
between PIVs. Thus inspection visits to Pu
facilities would have to be very frequent even
in the complete absence of flow verification.

We have metioned the peaking and scheduling
requirements for Inspection manpowr 1f simul-
taneous PIVs are instituted within the zone
approach. These problems would be severely
compounded should the zone approach be applied
to all NPT States undergoing IAEA Safeguards
since PITs at most BHFs would tend to occur
during the northern-hemisphere summer.

Just as the fuel-cycle approaches studied
here require decreasing amounts of inspection
manpower, so also do they provide decreasing
specificity of knowledge about the disposition
of nuclear material within the fuel cycle.
Clearly, the material balance uncertainty for a
zone will generally be larger in absolute—not
necessarily relative—terms than that for the
facilities within it considered singly {see

Table 6 ) , SD the issue of accountancy goals for
zones will have to be addressed carefully should
the zone approach receive serious consider-
ation. Reports could still be made on a
facility basis to supplement verified material
accounting on a zone basis. In any event, the
maximal facility and zone app-'Mches analyzed
bound the possible safeguards approaches for
which some level of rigorous materials
accounting is applicable (Bennett et al. 3973).

Choices among the approaches studied
require judgment regarding practical and
considerations as well as of efficiency and
effectiveness.

The legal considerations imale f"»
question, of whether, without amendment,
Safeguards Agreements based upon IMFCIRC./153
permit application of the zone approaches (see
Attachment 0 of 1985b IAEA and Appendix A of
Fishbone and Hlginbolham 1986:).

At a fundamental level there Is
disagreement as to whether simultaneous PIVs are
necessary for a safeguards approach involving
zones to be effective Jctf. Mealey 19B4 vs. de
Montmollin, Higinbotham, and Supta 19853. t'his
disagreement relates to ttw roles of PIVs, flow
verifications, and C/S measures in covering
hypothesized diversion and concealment
scenarios: to wit, how complete should the
coverage be?
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Figure 1. Major annual nuclear material flows
for the facilities of the fresh fuel
zone of the reference fuel cycle
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Table 4. Breakdown of Inspection-Activity Times
for the Fresh Fuel Zone Facilities for
Various Cases"
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Table 5. Summary of Inspection-Activity Times
for Different Safeguards Approaches
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